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Overview of Digital Library
https://collections.lib.utah.edu/ https://digitalnewspapers.org/
Overview of Digital Preservation at Marriott Library
http://www.lib.utah.edu/services/digital-library/
Digital Project Workflow
Digital Library Project Form
DL Project Form - Appraisal/Selection Guide
DL Project Form - Appraisal/Selection Guide
If 1a and 1b are both No, 
preservation decision is 
"Do not preserve content at this time." 
DL Project Form - Appraisal/Selection Guide
DL Project Form - Appraisal/Selection Guide
If 2a, 2b, and 2c are all No, 
preservation decision is 
"Do not preserve content at this time."
DL Project Form - Appraisal/Selection Guide
DL Project Form - Appraisal/Selection Guide
If 3a and 3b are both No, 
preservation decision is 
"Preserve content in the Digital Archive."
If 3a or 3b is Yes, 
preservation decision is 
"Do not preserve content at this time.”
DL Project Form - Appraisal/Selection Guide
DL Project Form - Appraisal/Selection Guide
If one condition in 4a is checked, 
preservation services assigned is 
"High Risk"
If 4b is Yes, 
preservation decision might be 
"Do not preserve content at this time."
DL Project Form - Preservation Decision
DL Project Form - Digital Archive Ingest Questions
Project Management in Confluence

SIMP Tool - Workflow Management Tool
SIMP Tool - Workflow Management Tool
Rosetta - Digital Preservation System
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